


Avatier Lifecycle Docker container cloud-Independent solution brings 
employees, partners and customers applications, cloud services, assets 
and even e-signature forms together to manage them as one system. 
More importantly, our unified digital dashboard enables C-level 
executives to deliver business growth and increased profits.

Avatier Identity Anywhere Lifecycle Management
Introducing Identity Anywhere Lifecycle Management, the world’s first user provisioning and 

access request system as a Docker container.  These technologies combined create the most 

portable, scalable and secure Lifecycle Management solution in the market.  Docker container 

technology allows Identity Anywhere Lifecycle to run anywhere: on any cloud, on premise or a 

private cloud instance hosted by Avatier.

Get 360 Degree User Provisioning Today 
Our Lifecycle Management goes beyond traditional user 

provisioning. For example, in addition to account creation, 

all business documents and tax forms are generated and 

signed online. Severance agreements are generated and 

signed online on termination.  HR driven role transfers, leave 

of absence, name changes, re-hire, terminations and 

layoffs occur automatically during employment.

Aggregate Risk Across your Business  
Every employee, partner and customer has associated risk 

they carry with them.  Their risk is calculated from assigned 

access entitlements and assets that have their own risk.  

Contextual risk is also calculated from assigned system 

properties like admin access or a password that never 

expires.  Avatier’s patented Risk Radar calculates all this risk 

and shows graphically where most of the risk is coming from.  
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Discover the IT Shopping Experience  
Every company is managing an invisible IT Store 

today. Unfortunately, most companies virtual store of 

access entitlements and assets are not consolidated 

or graphically displayed in one place. We solve this 

problem by becoming your one-stop shop for requesting 

access, assets and even e-signature forms. It is as easy 

as shopping online and provides the workflow controls to 

meet compliance laws.

IT Store Intelligence
What good is an IT Store if it can’t be managed?  Avatier’s 

in-store intelligence rapidly turns data into knowledge, 

providing clear and actionable insight into disbursement 

of access, assets, and their associated risks.  Store 

Intelligence tracks how many times any item has been 

requested, denied, approved, and assigned this comes 

complete with SLA and risk scores.  It’s easy to drill down to 

see who has what and how was it assigned.

Lifecycle Management
IT Store

Online shopping 
experience
makes your IT services 

visible and accessible.

Cloud-only identity is not enough: 

• Legacy on-premise systems

• Governed by tight compliance

• Lack of trust in cloud security

The hybrid identity crisis:

• Legacy maintenance and upgrades

• Separate cloud/on-premise models

• Labor intensive operations management 

• Lacks CPU memory auto-scaling

• Manual updates

• Requires load balancer management



Avatier is the Identity Management company of the future with innovative solutions for 

today.  Avatier develops a “state of the art” identity management platform enabling 

organizations to scale faster, innovate quicker, conquer and embrace change, to 

dominate competition worldwide. Our Identity solutions are delivered using the latest 

Docker container technology providing maximum flexibility, scale, and security to our 

customers.  Our identity management and access governance solutions make the 

world’s largest organizations more secure and productive in the shortest time at the 

lowest costs. Avatier brings all of your back-office business applications and employee

assets together and manages them as one.
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